Year at a Glance
PreK
First Semester
st

1 Six Weeks

Second Semester
29 days

R

Readingexhibits early reading behaviors, enjoys a variety of literary styles
Writingscribbles on paper
Mathcounts to five, sorts by color, begins shape recognition
Sciencemakes observations about weather
Social Studiesidentifies U.S. and Texas flags, understands class routines

2nd Six Weeks

30 days

Readinganswers questions about books
Writingholds pencil correctly, draws a person with ten parts
Mathcounts to ten, sorts by shape
Scienceinvestigates characteristics of objects
Social Studiesidentifies community helpers, demonstrates concepts of time

3rd Six Weeks

34 days

Readingparticipates in retelling, makes predictions about stories, knows
that print has meaning
Writingdraws pictures and vocalizes what it is, uses fill in coloring, writes
first name
Math.finds shapes in the environment, counts to 20, sorts by size,
recognizes 11 correspondence, recognizes alternating patterns,
understands positional words, counts a group 05, puts numbers 05 in
order, recognizes numerals 0,1,2,3,4,5, makes a simple graph
Scienceidentifies the five senses
Social Studiesu
 nderstands the basic needs of living, understands the
concept of a calendar

5th Six Weeks

34 days

Readingretells a story, separates words into syllables, makes letter/sound
connections
Writinglabels pictures, writes name clearly, labels drawings
Mathdescribes shapes, counts to 25, sorts by attribute, extends a repeating
pattern, uses positional words, counts a group 010, indicates when one is
taken away or added, compares tow or more items, recognizes numerals
010
Scienceclassifies living/nonliving, describes life cycles, cares for
environment
Social StudiesI dentifies changes in seasons, understands consumerism

23 days 6th Six Weeks

Readingparticipates in retelling, makes predictions about stories, knows that print
has meaning
Writingdraws pictures, starts letters at the top, colors in the lines
Math.finds shapes in the environment, counts to 15, sorts by size, recognizes 11
correspondence, recognizes alternating patterns, understands positional words,
counts a group 05, puts numbers 05 in order, recognizes numerals 0,1,2,3,4,5,
makes a simple graph
Scienceidentifies the five senses
Social Studiesunderstands the basic needs of living, understands the concept of
a calendar
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4th Six Weeks

28 days

Readingretells a story, separates words into syllables, makes letter/sound
connections
Writingwrites between top and bottom lines, writes letters on request
Mathdescribes shapes, counts to 30, sorts by attribute, extends a repeating
pattern, uses positional words, counts a group 010, indicates when one is
taken away or added, compares tow or more items, recognizes numerals
010
Scienceclassifies living/nonliving, describes life cycles, cares for
environment
Social StudiesI dentifies changes in seasons, understands consumerism

